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The history of Christmas in CHICAGO is rooted in diverse ethnic and racial 
celebrations. The city's vibrant communities shape the narrative, with German traditions 
providing a foundational layer from the 19th century. This FUSION (blend, combination) 
of cultural elements embodies the inclusivity and unity defining Chicago's holiday spirit. 
Moreover, retailers like MARSHALL FIELD'S and MONTGOMERY WARD have 
contributed significantly, shaping the visual culture of Christmas through an INTERPLAY 
(interaction, cooperation) of cultural heritage and commercial innovation. In this journey 
through Chicago's Christmas traditions, we will discuss the CHRONICLE (record, 
history) of celebrations, which are a testament to the city's embrace and celebration of 
diversity. 
 
SPELL    CHRISTMAS SPELL TRADITIONS SPELL INNOVATION 
What city’s Christmas celebrations are we discussing today? CHICAGO 
What did I say is the foundational layer of Chicago's Christmas history from the 19th 
century? GERMAN TRADITIONS 
What does Chicago embrace and celebrate? DIVERSITY  
This ___ of cultural elements embodies the inclusivity and unity defining Chicago’s 
holiday spirit. FUSION 
Name one of the retailers mentioned that have contributed to the visual culture of 
Christmas. MARSHALL FIELDS, MONTGOMERY WARD 
Name one of the synonyms mentioned for chronicle. RECORD, HISTORY 
Name another major city that you know of.  
Describe one of your family’s holiday traditions.  
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Chicago's enchanting Christmas traditions trace their roots back to the 19th century, a 
period when the city saw an INFLUX (inundation, rush) of immigrants who brought with 
them a rich assortment of customs and celebrations. GERMAN Christmas traditions 
took hold in the city, even before the devastating Great Chicago Fire of 1871. This 
cultural infusion is particularly EVIDENT (obvious, apparent) in the enduring legacy of 
the CHRISTKINDLMARKET, a German-inspired Christmas market that first graced the 
CITYSCAPE in 1996. While a relatively recent addition to Chicago's festive landscape, 
the Christkindlmarket has quickly become a cherished tradition, capturing the spirit of 
German holiday celebrations and contributing to the diverse MOSAIC (variety, 
patchwork) of Christmas festivities in the Windy City. The fusion of immigrant traditions 
with homegrown innovations has shaped Chicago's Christmas celebrations into the 
vibrant and culturally rich holiday season we experience today. 
 
SPELL ENCHANTING   SPELL CUSTOMS    SPELL SPIRIT 
Who brought a rich assortment of customs and celebrations to Chicago? IMMIGRANTS 
_____ Christmas traditions took hold in the city, even before the devastating Great 
Chicago Fire. GERMAN 
What word mentioned means obvious or apparent? EVIDENT 
The Christkindlmarket has quickly become a ____ tradition. CHERISHED 
Name one of the synonyms mentioned for influx. INUNDATION, RUSH 
Name one of the two things that have shaped Chicago’s Christmas celebrations. 
IMMIGRANT TRADITIONS, HOMEGROWN INNOVATIONS 
Name one of the colors on the German flag. BLACK, RED, GOLD 
What century do Chicago’s traditions trace their roots back to? 19th 
In what year was the Great Chicago Fire? 1871 
What year did the Christkindlmarket start? 1996 
Would you like to visit Chicago during the holiday season? Why or why not? 
 
In Chicago's Christmas celebrations, various cultural influences go beyond just 
Germanic traditions. The city's festive atmosphere becomes a DIVERSE canvas as 
different ethnic groups contribute their unique customs, making the holiday season 
richer. In the UKRAINIAN VILLAGE, for instance, the celebration extends past regular 
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Christmas time with a midnight PROCESSIONAL (parade, mass) in January, aligning 
with the Ukrainian ORTHODOX calendar. This event highlights Chicago's commitment 
to inclusivity and the peaceful coexistence of various cultural practices, fostering unity 
and shared joy during the holiday season. Chicago's embrace of diverse traditions 
showcases a multicultural mosaic, contributing to the city's DYNAMIC (energetic, 
spirited) and inclusive Christmas celebrations. 
 
SPELL MIDNIGHT  SPELL SEASON  SPELL CALENDAR 
Where does the midnight processional occur? UKRANIAN VILLAGE 
The celebration extends past regular ___ ____. CHRISTMAS TIME 
This event highlights Chicago’s commitment to ____ and the peaceful coexistence of 
various cultural practices. INCLUSIVITY 
Name one of the synonyms mentioned for dynamic. ENERGETIC, SPIRITED 
What is one of the things mentioned that is fostered during the holiday season? UNITY, 
SHARED JOY 
Name one of the languages spoken in Ukraine. UKRAINIAN, RUSSIAN, POLISH, 
YIDDISH, ROMANIAN 
How do you think inclusivity benefits society?  
 

 
 

The WALNUT ROOM'S Christmas tree, nestled within the historic walls of the former 
Marshall Field's department store, stands as an iconic symbol of holiday tradition 
cherished by countless Chicagoans. This tradition, rooted in 1907, has evolved into a 
grand SPECTACLE (display, show), marking the tree as the largest Christmas tree in 
the United States by the mid-20th century. Over the years, the majestic tree has 
witnessed GENERATIONS of families come together, creating enduring memories 
against the backdrop of its RESPLENDENT (dazzling, glittering) branches. Today, 
MACY'S, the current steward of this VENERABLE (respected, revered) space, proudly 
continues the legacy, ensuring that the enchantment of the Walnut Room's Christmas 
tree lives on. This annual spectacle not only captures the essence of the holiday season 
but also serves as a TESTAMENT (evidence, proof) to the enduring power of tradition 
and community in the heart of Chicago's festive celebrations. 
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SPELL POWER  SPELL TREE  SPELL COMMUNITY 
The Walnut Room’s Christmas tree is within the historic walls of what former department 
store? MARSHALL FIELD’S 
The tree is the ____ Christmas tree in the United States. LARGEST 
The tree has witnessed generations of ___ come together. FAMILIES 
What word mentioned means respected or revered? RESPLENDENT 
Name a synonym mentioned for spectacle. DISPLAY, SHOW 
The tree is a testament to the enduring power of ___ and ____ in the heart of Chicago’s 
festive celebrations. Name one. TRADITION, COMMUNITY  
In what year did the Christmas tree arrive in the Walnut Room? 1907 
Name one thing that may be placed on a Christmas tree. 
Describe your favorite holiday memory. 
 

 
 
The unforgettable mark left by retailers such as Marshall Field's and Montgomery Ward 
on the visual culture of Christmas in Chicago is IMMEASURABLE (limitless, endless). 
These establishments didn't merely offer products; they crafted an entire experience 
around the holiday season. According to BILL SAVAGE, a distinguished 
NORTHWESTERN professor and Chicago historian, these retailers played a pivotal role 
in transforming Christmas from a simple celebration into a full-fledged shopping 
experience. Their influence extended beyond the aisles, PERMEATING (fill, spread 
through) the city's streets with captivating window decorations and festive displays that 
became integral to the Christmas spirit. Among the many contributions, MONTGOMERY 
WARD stands out for commissioning the beloved character RUDOLPH the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer in 1939, creating an enduring symbol of the season. The 
COMMERCIALIZATION (leverage, capitalize on) of Christmas by these retailers not 
only shaped the way people approached holiday shopping but also contributed 
significantly to the cultural fabric of Chicago's festive traditions, blending commerce with 
the magic of the season. 
 
SPELL INFLUENCE SPELL AISLES SPELL RETAILERS 
These establishments didn’t merely offer products; they crafted an entire ____ around 
the holiday season. EXPERIENCE 
Where was Bill Savage a professor? NORTHWESTERN 
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What character did Montgomery Ward commission? RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED 
REINDEER 
What is one of the captivating things that permeates the city’s streets? WINDOW 
DECORATION, FESTIVE DISPLAY 
Name one of the synonyms listed for immeasurable. LIMITLESS, ENDLESS 
Name another Christmas character you know of.  
Describe a gift you would like to buy someone during the holiday season. Who would 
you give it to? 
 

 
 
Chicago's Christmas traditions have undergone a dynamic evolution, marked by the 
preservation of certain customs and the POIGNANT (emotional, touching) fading away 
of others. Among the traditions that met a tragic end was the Christmas Tree Ship, an 
EMBLEMATIC (symbolic, representative) vessel that brought festive trees to Chicago in 
the late 19th century. The ROUSE SIMMONS, the ill-fated ship, sank in 1912, leaving 
behind both a historical legacy and a somber chapter in the city's Christmas LORE 
(legends, stories). However, in the wake of this loss, a new tradition emerged as a 
beacon of hope. In 1913, Mayor CARTER HARRISON JR. initiated the official 
Christmas tree tradition in GRANT PARK, signaling a resilient spirit that endures to this 
day. Today, this tradition has found a home in MILLENNIUM PARK, a testament to 
Chicago's ability to adapt and reinvent its festive customs while preserving the spirit of 
joy and community that defines the holiday season in the city. 
 
SPELL SHIP  SPELL CUSTOMS  SPELL CITY 
What was the name of the tradition mentioned that met a tragic end? CHRISTMAS 
TREE SHIP  
What was the name of the Christmas Tree Ship? ROUSE SIMMONS 
What word mentioned means legends or stories? LORE 
In the wake of this loss, a new tradition emerged as a _____ of hope. BEACON 
Name one of the synonyms listed for emblematic. SYMBOLIC, REPRESENTATIVE 
Name one of the two locations that the Christmas tree tradition has taken place in. 
GRANT PARK, MILLENNIUM PARK 
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In what year did the Christmas Tree Ship sink? 1912 
 
In conclusion, Chicago's Christmas traditions reflect its diverse history and communities. 
The blend of German markets from the 19th century with various ethnic celebrations 
creates a tapestry of joy and unity, defining the city's holiday spirit. These traditions not 
only showcase cultural resilience but also highlight Chicago's strong commitment to 
inclusivity. From the Walnut Room's tree to the Christmas Tree Ship's legacy, each 
tradition adds a unique thread to the city's holiday story. As Chicago evolves, its 
Christmas traditions continue to weave together past, present, and future stories, 
fostering a sense of collective joy and community during the festive season. 
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